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What’s Big Tech Doing With All This Money?
 Investing millions of $$ in building vast data pools
 Buying up smaller tech competitors/start-ups
 Facebook: Instagram (2012); WhatsApp (2014)
 Google: YouTube (2006); Waze (2013)
 Since its founding in 2006, Facebook has acquired 65
companies
 Since 2010, Google has been acquiring on average
one company a week (Epstein 2018)

How is big data different from traditional data??
Traditional Data

Big Data

Data is ‘structured’

Data is ‘unstructured’ or ‘semi
structured’

Size of data is very small

Size of data is enormous

Data is centralised

Data is distributed

Easy to work with or
manipulate

Difficult to work with

Traditional database tool is
enough

Requires complex data
analytical tools

Big Data and Market Power
 Feedback loop ➤ Scale Economies ➤ Entrenchment of
dominant players
 Online markets have “tipped” to dominant platforms
 Cross-platform network effects between users and
advertisers reinforce tipping to and entrenchment of
dominant platforms
 Foreclosure of rivals through the collection of user data
 Erect barriers to entry and maintain dominance by limiting
their competitors’ access to data

1. Targeted advertising
 Pose considerable challenges, especially in concentrated markets
 Data is the new oil, data is as common as water
✓ sweeping generalizations not useful
 Key to digital platforms
✓ some applications imply real-time knowledge of consumer behaviour
✓ cross linkages across apps very few digital players have access to
✓ only a few digital gatekeepers control the tracking and linking of those
behaviors across platforms, online services and websites
 Combine several datasets and create “superprofiles” of individual users
✓ implies that real-time targeted advertising (individualised)
✓ market for individual “attention” where the competitive analysis often
has to be conducted.

2. Personalized price discrimination


First-degree price discrimination difficult to implement, mostly for logistical reasons



Big data, algorithms are now able to suggest different prices to each individual customer



Personalized prices based on observed willingness to pay, can help with recoupment, facilitate
predatory pricing



Price discrimination targets (mis)perceptions, specifically demand-inflating (mis)perceptions, it
hurts consumers even more and might also reduce efficiency

 Anecdotal evidence


Deleting cookies on the computer would cause the prices in Amazon to drop in 2000;
Amazon repaid all consumers who overpaid due to the “random price test”.



It was alleged that Uber will charge more to individuals commuting between wealthy
neighborhoods based on some variables such as ride history, the brand of the phone or
even the battery level of the phone (Mahdawi, 2018).

 Survey by Deloitte involving over 500 companies:
✓

Among all retailers that have adopted AI to personalize consumer experience, 40% used AI
with the specific purpose of tailoring pricing and promotions in real time

3. Big data and Privacy
 Degradation of consumer data protection can result from market power
 undermine the competitive process
 detriment to consumer welfare
 Could there be an abuse of dominance when unreasonable amount of
data is extracted for reasons other than improving quality and reducing
cost?
 Privacy amorphous concept
 difficult to determine contours of antitrust intervention in privacy related
issues (what is the counterfactual? What is a competitive level of
privacy?)
 Lack of transparency about current and future data practices and the
ability to understand the effects of such practices is also an antitrust issue
 reduction in consumer data protection and consumer privacy a
reduction in quality

3. Big data and Privacy


“Privacy paradox”








should not worry about privacy, as consumers “reveal” that they do not really
care much about privacy

Consumers’ valuations of data privacy shaped by


wording of the questions they are asked



the information they are given



the range of choices they are presented with.

Consumers’ behavior and preferences


not a reliable indicator of how consumers value their own privacy,



let alone how society as a whole should value it.

Harmonisation of regulatory instruments


Data protection law protecting the integrity of individual decision-making
regarding personal data processing



Competition law safeguards consumers against unlawful exercise of market
power.

4. Lower data protection and Exclusionary conduct




Lower data protection


exclusionary behaviour - undermines the competitive process



tying with other digital products will further strengthen the data advantage



cross-linking the data collected across services, creating a vicious circle

Limited data protection






Refusal to access to data can be anticompetitive


data are deemed an “essential facility” to the activity of the undertaking asking for access



if it is discriminatory

Vertical integration can entail




exploitative and exclusionary conduct by dominant platforms

discriminatory access to strategic information with the effect of distorting competition

Anticompetitive data-driven strategies


include preventing rivals from accessing data through exclusivity provisions with third-party
providers



foreclosing opportunities for rivals to procure similar data by making it harder for consumers
to adopt their technologies or platforms

5. Mergers




Data-related markets


merger between an incumbent and new player differentiated data access



increase the concentration of data related to this market

Merger of two companies






separate upstream or downstream markets can foreclose these markets for new
competitors

High-priced acquisitions of entrants by an incumbent


do not necessarily stimulate more innovation and entry in an industry (switching
network externalities)

costs,



prospect of an acquisition by the incumbent platform undermines early adoption by
customers



reducing prospective payoffs to new entrants



creates a “kill zone” in the start-up space,



where new ventures are not worth funding

Evidence of changes in investment in startups by venture capitalists
✓

VC investments in start-ups in the same space as the company acquired by Google and
Facebook drop by 46% and the number of deals by 42% in the three years following an
acquisition.

Google 1
Relevant Market
 Online General Web Search Services
 Online Search Advertising Services
 Free services ( Zero priced products)
 personal data, “eyeballs” a consideration
 big data offer innovative, high-quality, customised products and
services at low or zero prices
 target advertising better
 big data comes at a cost to the consumers
 face a loss of control over their data
 exposed to intrusive advertising and behavioural discrimination

Google 1
 Search Design
o prominence to Google Flights
o collect more user data
 reinforce its advantage in search advertising market
 may not allow other competing vertical search pages same
benefit
 deteriorate their ability to further innovate on their products

 Negotiated Search intermediation agreement
o prohibitions imposed upon the publishers
o prevent them from using competing search engines

Continued….
 Abuse of Dominance
 Prominent display and placement of Google’s
Commercial Flight Unit
 Prohibitions imposed under the negotiated search
intermediation agreements

Continued….
 Remedies
 Removal of restrictive clauses with immediate effect
 Display a disclaimer in the commercial flight unit box
indicating clearly that the “search flights” link placed
at the bottom leads to Google’s Flights page
 Monetary penalty of 1.35 billion rupees was levied on
Google
(complementary markets associated with the platform,
“special responsibility”)

Google 2
1. An intermediary 2. Multiple sides 3. Indirect network
benefits (positive or negative).

Side 2: Advertisers

Side 1: Users

Platform: Google
Search Engine
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Continued….
 Application: Google Android Case (more generally, advertising
financed platforms).

Bundling

Google Apps:
Search Engine
etc.

Google Android
Device

Rival Apps
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User Data as a source of profitable bundling
 What is it? ➤ 1. Personal information (user IP address,
location), 2. Demographics information, and 3.
Behavioural information (online browsing, interests etc).
 Data collection is a significant factor in strategic decisions
 Bundling can be a profitable strategy to monetise user
data and increase revenues on the advertising side
 Result: In markets with strong advertiser network benefits if
bundling is profitable then it leads to a fall in social
welfare

Rethinking Merger Control?
 Between them GAFA have  Adjust notification thresholds to
reflect transaction value
made 400+ acquisitions over
the last decade
 Pay attention to
innovation effects
 In 60% of cases, targets are
less than 4 years old
 Give
weight
competition
 Targets
are
often
complements or a source of
more data or better data
analytics

to

data

and

potential

There is a role for regulation

Data portability

Platform rules

Open standards

Consumer settings
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